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 „ 

Reaching widespread use of weather-dependent electricity generation 

technologies, in particular solar energy is one of the key elements of the 

Hungarian decarbonisation transformation. The last three years have seen 

an exponential increase in installed solar capacity. This explosive growth 

raises a number of technical, business, grid development and market 

integration challenges while, at the same time, offers vast opportunities for 

innovation. Financing solar investments is also a priority area for the 

domestic banking sector. 

The MNB - ZKK Solar Energy Forum serves as a platform for cooperation 

between industry players, financial institutions, governmental entities and 

scientists, who all have a role in the development of the industry in terms of 

monitoring recent trends in the exploitation of solar energy in Hungary, 

identifying problems, and learning about the latest technological advances 

and challenges requiring further innovation.1  

 

 

            

Dr. Péter Kaderják       Dr. Pálma Szolnoki 

 

 

 

 

  

 

1 We would like to thank Nóra Szarvas and Laura Jókuthy of the MNB's Sustainable Finance Department for 
their outstanding professional support to the present policy proposals. 
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ZKK Policy recommendations 

 

To support the wide adoption of long-term 

corporate power purchase agreements for 

solar based power generation development 

in Hungary  

 

Key policy conclusions and recommendations 

• Since solar power plant development projects delivered under long-term corporate 

power purchase agreements (CPPA) do not require price support, their uptake is 

preferable from regulatory, budgetary and climate protection perspectives as well.  

• CPPAs are not yet in wide use on the Hungarian power market due to the new risk 

factors they carry compared to projects delivered under subsidy schemes. 

Governmental involvement can help address these risks in the early stages of CPPA 

deployment, our current policy recommendations suggest possible measures for 

doing so.  

• Introduction of government loan guarantee schemes and government backed 

subordinated financing for CPPA projects is desirable. These could be used to tackle 

successfully both the partner risks assumed in CPPA projects, and the risk arising 

from negative revenue tail2. 

• Legal conditions of introducing secured financial instruments should be examined 

in order to facilitate the large-scale implementation of CPPA projects. 

• In terms of on-site CPPA projects appropriate changes should be implemented to 

real estate rules to ensure the continuous operation of the power plants even if the 

CPPA buyer’s position becomes uncertain, and also to ensure that creditors’ 

mortgage can be foreclosed.  

• In case of grid CPPA projects, it is of paramount importance that transparent, 

market-conform network connection capacity allocation scheme be set up regarding 

both the distribution and transmission network as soon as possible. 

• It would be reasonable to modify the Robin Hood tax exemption so that all types of 

renewable generation projects irrelevant of the business model could enjoy it, i.e. the 

exemption should be extended to projects implemented under the CPPA scheme as 

well. 

 

2 The term negative revenue tail refers to the situation when the period covered with a guaranteed revenue 
(e.g. the term of the subsidy or, in this case, the CPPA term) is shorter than the term of the bank financing. 
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Background 

Following the development driven by support schemes (KÁT and METÁR), which have been operating 

successfully for almost two decades, it is likely that the expansion of renewable energy-based power 

plant capacities in Hungary may enter into a new phase. We are close to reaching the desired state 

when commercial-scale solar power plant projects are realized on a market basis, without governmental 

price and investment subsidies. 

In our policy recommendations, we explore what is needed to give momentum to this process, what 

barriers exist currently in the system, how these barriers can be overcome, and, beyond the removal of 

barriers, what policy instruments can further support the market-based expansion of renewable 

generation capacity in Hungary. 

 

Trends in Western Europe 

With the reduction in the cost of solar based electricity generation (LCOE)3 new solar projects require 

less and less subsidies and are more frequently delivered on a market basis without subsidies. In this 

latter case, renewable based power generation projects are usually realized under so-called corporate 

power purchase agreements (CPPAs). In CPPAs in order to provide ensurance for the recovery of the 

initial investment a long-term power purchase contract is concluded with a private player (large energy 

consumer), this private agreement replaces the guaranteed revenue stream of government subsidy 

schemes. 

The first renewable CPPAs in Western Europe were signed in the beginning of the 2010s. At that time, 

due to high costs, only a few pioneering IT companies signed such contracts. The real boom in CPPA 

contracts started after 2019, mainly due to the drastic reduction in the levelized cost of wind and solar 

based electric power generation nearing wholesale electricity prices. While CPPAs for wind based 

power generation had been more popular due to its lower cost, and were concluded mostly in Nordic 

countries (Sweden, Norway, Finland, the Netherlands, the UK), solar projects became more and more 

frequent from 2019 onwards. Spain has become one of the main CPPA hubs.  

 

CPPA opportunities in Hungary 

As indicated by the previous two years’ results of the METÁR tender, the Hungarian renewable support 

scheme, there is less and less need for state-guaranteed price support in terms of the expansion of 

renewable based power generation capacity. The weighted average contract prices of METÁR tenders 

have decreased each time. Last year they were less than4 17 HUF/kWh, which is significantly below the 

annual reference price5.  

 

3 LCOE - levelized cost of electricity 
4  For a summary of the results of the third METÁR tender in April 2021, click here:  
http://www.mekh.hu/download/8/fa/01000/metar_2021_aprilis_osszefoglalo_ertekeles.pdf.  

The average price of the solar-only bids calculated at the exchange rate as of August 1, 2021 submission 
date was 47.6 EUR/MWh. 
5 METÁR is a premium-based subsidy scheme where the specific subsidy to winners for a given month is 
the difference between the (contract) price offered in the tender and the ex-post reference market price for 
that month. The ex-post reference market price is calculated and published monthly by Mavir (the Hunarian 
TSO) on the basis of Article 15(1) of Government Decree 299/2017 (17.X.). For example, in the case of solar 
energy, it is based on the "monthly average of the DAY Ahead hourly prices of the Hungarian electricity 
exchange, weighted by the aggregated production of the power units using solar energy - receiving 
mandatory purchase or premium type support - for each hour of the reference month". During 2021, the ex-
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However, the number of actually realized projects under the METÁR scheme with the involvement of 

bank project financing is still low, which indicates the higher financing risks in the METÁR system.6  

In order to replace government support schemes with market-based schemes, it is necessary that the 

power plant investor and the financing bank be assured that the huge initial investment will be returned 

on market bases as well. Currently, planning solely on market bases is too risky, the volatility of 

wholesale electricity prices does not provide assurance for banks in funding projects where the payback 

period is more than ten years. It is necessary to have a long-term and reliable purchase price stream, 

which guarantees a predictable revenue base. This, however, requires a purchasing partner. 

Fortunately, from the consumers’ perspective, it is also becoming a viable option to enter into a CPPA 

in Hungary: 

• The steady decrease in the specific cost of solar power generation in absolute terms and relative 

to the wholesale electricity price has made it possible to conclude CPPAs in Hungary at prices 

competitive with the market price. (see Figure 1) This situation has been further reinforced by 

the recent electricity price increase, as the current HUDEX futures prices quoted until 2024 are 

significantly higher than solar LCOEs. 

• A long-term power purchase agreement can provide a large consumer with protection from the 

significant price volatility that characterises the wholesale electricity market, ensuring a 

predictable energy cost. 

• Finally, clients are encouraged to enter into CPPAs as they tend to 'green' their energy 

purchases. Greening is becoming a corporate value/requirement per se. 

 

Figure 1: Changes in HUPX spot electricity prices and LCOE values for solar power generation. 

(source of LCOE values: IRENA; date for HUDEX annual product: 7 December 2021.) 

 

post monthly reference market prices were always above 17 HUF/kWh, the average ex-post reference 
market price for the months January - November 2021 was 36,23 HUF/kWh. 
 
6 On this topic, read the Central Bank's study "Financing domestic renewable energy production: challenges 
and opportunities". 
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For all these reasons, private PPAs are expected to be concluded more frequently also in Hungary.7 

And since CPPAs hold the promise of creating fertile ground for the expansion of renewable 

energy-based power plant capacity without the need for direct government price support, this 

trend is desirable for both the development of the electricity market and for the State. We can 

make progress towards meeting climate targets with less market distortion and subsidy costs 

charged to final consumers. 

Therefore, it is important to examine how the CPPA market in Hungary can be promoted and how to 

encourage power plant investors to choose a market-based solution instead of the government 

subsidised METÁR system. 

On December 9, 2021, at the MNB ZKK Solar Energy Forum, we explored the opportunities for CPPAs 

in Hungary with key stakeholders, including the representatives of power plant investors, consumers, 

financiers, legal and regulatory professionals. The Forum highlighted a number of issues that may 

currently hinder the development of the CPPA market and which may, therefore, require policy actions. 

About the schemes in brief 

The speakers at the Forum agreed that the first CPPAs in Hungary are expected to be on-site projects, 

where the solar power plant is installed on the customer's own premises and is connected to the 

customer's private grid. This arrangement has several advantages. One of the most important being 

that, due to the 'behind the meter' arrangement, no grid tariff costs are added to the energy produced 

and consumed on-site. Another key benefit of the on-site scheme is that by being visible, the company's 

commitment to green energy is more apparent to its employees and customers.  

However, the on-site solution is limited in volume, firstly because it is only an option for consumers who 

have a parcel of land where the power plant can be installed on-site, and secondly because in this case 

the CPPA product cannot be further refined: it is simply sold on a pay-as-produced basis, and the 

consumer and its supplier, need to adjust to this production. 

There are more opportunities in grid projects, as they are accessible to any consumer, and they can 

provide a more sophisticated product, either by including a trader or by including more producers or 

consumption places. Two typical trends have emerged in terms of grid projects: physical and virtual 

CPPAs. Physical CPPAs mean that a contract is concluded with a specific power plant for physical 

delivery. It is usually established through a trader (sleeved CPPA), which acts as an intermediary. The 

virtual CPPA is a fully financial product with financial clearing. In a virtual CPPA, the purchaser 

guarantees the investor/power generator a fixed price for the term of the contract, but does not receive 

electricity, only the certificate of origin concerning renewable production. The power generator sells the 

power it generates in the market and the CPPA purchaser continues to meet its power requirements 

from the market/trader. There is no physical distribution of power or clearing between the two parties. 

The virtual CPPA operates as a CFD (contract for difference), if the generator could only sell the 

generated electricity below the CPPA price in the market, then the CPPA buyer compensates the power 

generator to the extent of the fixed price, while if the market price is higher than the CPPA fixed price, 

then the power generator pays the difference to the CPPA purchaser. The fixed price is the starting 

point for both physical and virtual CPPAs, but, recently, arrangements where variable pricing is 

introduced for part of the portfolio have emerged. 

 

  

 

7 For one of the first transactions of this kind, see. 
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Challenges 

It is clear right from the arrangements that a CPPA is a much more complicated system than, for 

example, a METÁR on the investor side or a full supply contract on the consumer side. A CPPA requires 

all four parties, i.e. the power plant investor, the consumer, the financier and the related supplier, to 

change their operating model, to step out of their comfort zone and to take more responsibility, more 

risk and to build expertise. However, international experience suggests that it is worthwhile to move in 

this direction and, with the right allocation of risks, this scheme can be workable and beneficial, its 

popularity keeps on growing. 

There are challenges that prevail for the existing renewable power generators and will also be a large 

task to manage for the parties in a CPPA scheme. Of these, Forum participants anticipate that one of 

the most pressing issues in the negotiation of CPPAs will be the management/sharing of the risk and 

costs of balancing. While another acute and deepening problem is the insufficient access to grid 

capacity. 

Furthermore, there are some challenges that are CPPA-specific and make the conclusion of CPPAs 

more difficult. Below highlight the three main such barriers identified by the Forum and propose policy 

measures to address them. Finally, as a fourth theme and as a lead-in to the next Forum, the issue of 

network connection capacity allocation is highlighted. 

 

1. Partner risk 

The buy-side of CPPAs is ideally a major electricity consumer with an excellent credit rating, assumed 

to be on a firm standing in ten years’ time and willing to make such a long-term commitment. While this 

condition is understandable from the seller’s and the financier's point of view, it severely limits the room 

of CPPAs spread. While it would be desirable for as wide a range of consumers as possible, including 

SMEs, to be able to book renewable power generation on a market basis for the long term, even by 

pooling a consumption portfolio, these conditions only allow premium-rated multinational companies to 

enter the market. 

Therefore, measures that support the creditworthiness of users and reduce the risk for banks can 

promote the CPPA market. Examples of such measures include: 

 

• State loan guarantee structures that ensure the repayment of the bank loan in the 

event of non-payment by the buyer or termination of the CPPA. They can take different 

forms, for example covering the full amount of the loan outstanding at the termination of the 

CPPA, but can be limited to the loss of revenue and cash flow resulting from the lower pricing 

of the commercial PPA replacing the CPPA (cash deficiency guarantee). 

• Involving subordinated funding. In this case, the bank loan would be limited to the amount 

of the loan repayable based on the organised market or traders’ energy prices, and an additional 

public financier could provide a source for subordinated or mezzanine financing that would be 

the first to bear the losses resulting from the loss of the above-market CPPA price in the event 

of a CPPA termination. This could be done, for example, by the borrowing power plant using its 

cash flow first to repay the bank loan until the bank loan is repaid in full, followed by repayment 

of the subordinated source, or it could be done by senior ranking of the bank loan within the 

debt service for the respective year, followed by repayment of the subordinated/junior financier 

up to the amount of free cash flow. Therefore, if the CPPA is terminated during the financing 

term, the bank loan can be repaid normally within the original term, while the subordinated 

financing can be repaid over an extended period. 
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In the case of on-site CPPAs, there is an additional issue of counterparty risk that needs to be 

addressed. In this case, the solar power plant is physically much more closely linked to the consumer, 

so if the consumer ceases its activities or leaves the site for whatever reason (bankruptcy or exit from 

the country), the task of selling the plant's output becomes much more difficult than in the case of a grid 

CPPA project. 

• In such cases, the risk can be mitigated if the real estate law provides the possibility for the solar 

power plant to exist as a legally separate property, registered under a separate topographical 

number. In this case, mortgage or option rights registered on the property can ensure creditor 

access to and control of the assets of the plant and, if necessary (e.g. in the event of insolvency 

or liquidation of the company owning the site), the sale and continued operation of the plant 

after establishing connection to the public grid. 

 

2.  Coordinating maturity expectations 

The public support schemes themselves include a maturity date, which was an anchor for both the 

investor and the financier when planning the financing of a renewable based power plant project. The 

maximum 25-year KÁT subsidy period was approximately 10 years longer than the term of the bank 

financing, a period known as the 'revenue tail', which provided sufficient scope for restructuring and 

rescheduling the bank loan in the event of repayment difficulties. The 15-year METÁR subsidy period 

reduced this 'revenue tail' to zero, i.e. the subsidy period does not exceed the maturity of the bank loan. 

For market projects, however, there is no such anchor; the consumer and the investor and bank parties 

have to agree on a timeframe that is acceptable to all. However, as was shown at the Forum, there is a 

difference in expectations between the two sides: while consumers would go up to an 8-10 year CPPA 

contract duration, the investor and banking sides would need 15-year CPPA contracts to comply with 

the lending policies of the international parent banks.8 The negative revenue tail is not yet comfortable 

for banks. 

Therefore, the emergence of CPPAs can be significantly supported by policy measures that 

reduce banks' risk and facilitate banks' move towards a negative revenue tail. 

State loan guarantee structures and the inclusion of subordinated financing, as mentioned in the case 

of counterparty risk mitigation, can also help bridge the maturity mismatch: 

• State loan guarantee structures that ensure the repayment of the bank loan after 

the CPPA is terminated. They can take different forms; for example, they can cover 

the total outstanding amount of the loan between the end of the PPA's maturity and the 

final maturity of the bank loan, but they can be limited to the loss of revenue and cash 

flow resulting from the lower pricing of the commercial PPA replacing the CPPA after 

the corporate PPA's maturity until the end of the bank loan's maturity (cash deficiency 

guarantee). 

• Involving subordinated funding. In this case, the bank loan could be limited to the 

term of the CPPA, providing zero revenue tail for the lender bank, and an additional 

public financier could provide a subordinated/mezzanine source of financing for the 

period of negative revenue tail after the CPPA maturity 

In addition to the above instruments, the development of hedged securities/bond structures could 

be an additional tool in the future. Debt securities could be issued with pooling several power plant 

projects into a portfolio, with a diversified CPPA maturity structure, which could attract other capital 

 

8 The average length of CPPAs in Europe was 11 years in 2021. (ICIS) 
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market sources besides lender banks, even with a negative revenue tail, provided institutional investors 

are willing to take such risk. However, there is currently no mature domestic capital market legislation 

for the issuance of covered bonds, but the potential of this solution and the steps required to implement 

it will be highlighted in a future Forum. 

3. Robin Hood tax 

It would be reasonable to modify the Robin Hood tax exemption enjoyed by renewable 

generation projects to be business model independent, i.e. to extend the exemption to 

projects implemented under CPPA schemes. While the 31% Robin Hood tax on pre-tax profits9 in 

the current legislative framework10 does not apply to generators with a capacity below 50 MW selling 

under the KÁT and METAR schemes, it is levied on all other generators, i.e. it is also payable on any 

other renewable power plant investments which are not taking part in the KÁT and METÁR schemes. 

Therefore, if a renewable power plant investment is implemented purely on a market basis, without state 

subsidies under a CPPA, it will have to face disadvantages compared to taking part in METÁR funding 

on two grounds: it does not receive a state-guaranteed premium price and it has to pay an additional 

tax. The asymmetric exemption of renewable based energy producers from the Robin Hood tax liability 

pushes new investors adversely towards METÁR instead of market-based solutions, such as CPPA, 

which are more desirable from the market and the state point of view alike. 

In addition to the Robin Hood tax exemption, further, fundamentally sound (tax) incentives may impel 

consumers and power plant investors to embrace CPPA-based projects. For example, large consumers 

with a CPPA contract, up to the contracted amount could be exempted from the consumer charges 

levied for the recovering of KÁT/METÁR system costs, since the consumer is already consuming 

renewable energy under the CPPA. 

 

+ Network connection capacity scarcity 

Recently, solar power plant development projects have increasingly been stuck when applying for 

distribution or transmission grid connection. Projects are often rejected by network companies or receive 

a connection date for many years later, for example in 2030. 

The amendment of the VET11, which will enter into force on 1 July 2021, aims to provide a meaningful 

solution to this problem by requiring network companies to publish12 spare capacity on a semi-annual 

basis and to develop a capacity allocation procedure for requests received for published capacity. 

Another important element of the amendment is that applicants will only be able to participate in the 

capacity allocation procedure against a financial collateral, thus avoiding the 'virtual' capacity hoarding 

experienced in previous years. 

The system has not yet entered into force and the detailed rules, which will be set out in the TSO and 

the DSO network code, are still being developed. Capacity has not yet been published. Capacity 

allocation is suspended during the current transitional period. 

 

9 Adjusted profit before tax plus and minus the items specified by law. 
10 Articles 4 - 10 of Act LXVII of 2008 on making district heating more competitive. 
11  Act LXXXVI of 2007 on Electricity, Article 35 (8) (9) 
12  "in order to facilitate access to the networks for the production of electricity from renewable energy 
sources...detailed information on the current available capacities and the technical and expected economic 
conditions for connection to the high-voltage and high/medium-voltage transformer stations shall be 
published every six months." 
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The unavailability and insufficiency of spare capacity may be a major barrier to solar power generation 

expansion (for CPPAs, it may hinder the uptake of grid-connected CPPAs, thus pushing the market 

towards on-site CPPAs.). 

For this reason, it is of utmost importance that a transparent, market-compliant, VET-based 

capacity allocation system is put in place as soon as possible. The lack of this and the 

protraction of the transition phase cause a high level of mistrust in the sector. 

Another tool to alleviate the capacity constraints could be the launch of distribution-level 

flexibility market as soon as possible. In this way, capacity needs could not only be managed 

through time-consuming infrastructure investments. In addition, the launch of such flexibility market 

would also encourage new solar projects to have an interest in building flexibility capabilities. 
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